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Abstract (en)
[Problem to be solved] The present invention provides a knitted fabric, a knitting method thereof and a designing apparatus, wherein the knitted
fabric is knitted in such a manner that even when the cross - over yarn is reliably captured through the use of the split knit, the knitting yarn, after
captured, can be prevented from being slackened to provide problem in knitting. [Solution] A stitch 11b held by a latch needle 10b as a holding
needle is transferred to an opposite latch needle 13, as shown in (b), from a state that one course of stitches 11a, 11b, 11c are formed with latch
needles 10a, 10b, 10c, as shown in (a). When a cross-over yarn is yarned in, a split knit 16 is carried out to facilitate a capture of the cross-over yarn,
as shown in (c). A stitch 15a formed by a latch needle 13 is transferred to the latch needle 10b to form double stitches 20, as shown in (d). After
knitting of a knitted fabric 22 is ended, the cross - over yarn 15 shown in dashed line can be drawn out to a lateral direction 15x of the drawing and
can be removed from the knitted fabric, as shown in (e).
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